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odern vacuum lifting systems date back
as early as the mid 1970s. In 1983, the first
self-contained vacuum lifting system was
introduced, specifically for the pipeline
industry. The concept was not widely accepted initially,
but it began a new era for pipe lifting equipment.
Prior to vacuum lifting, pipe handling methods
included chains, straps and slings. These methods
required multiple personnel, which resulted in safety
hazards of ground crews as they climbed on unstable
stacks of pipe. As coatings became industry standard
to protect the integrity of the pipe, those methods
became even more problematic. Traditional pipe
handling methods can damage pipe coatings, which can
lead to failures.

Vacuum lifting found a valuable niche in the pipeline
industry, adding not only speed, but also safety. Eventually,
vacuum lifting revolutionised the way pipe was handled in the
field, especially as the lifting system is able to eliminate the need
for ground personnel. Typically, an operator sits in the safety of
the host machine’s cab and exercises control over the vacuum lift
system through remote means, such as a wireless controller.
Along with the numerous safety advantages that a vacuum
lifting system provides, there are significant efficiency advantages
as well, because moving pipe using a vacuum lifting system is
approximately 10 times faster than using traditional pipe handling
methods. That equates to huge savings to the bottom line.

attaches to the bottom of the lifter, and its shape and size is
dictated by the material being lifted. Vacuum pads are designed
to be used on a wide range of materials, including steel, cast iron
and plastic/high density polyethylene (HDPE). Even concrete
pipe can be lifted with a vacuum lifting system.
There are numerous types of pipe coatings available on
the market today, such as concrete coatings for steel pipe, and
vacuum pads can be selected to safely accommodate them.
In addition to pipe, flat vacuum pads can also be installed on
a lifter to allow safe lifting of plate steel or concrete slabs.
Vacuum lifting systems’ lifting capacities may range, but lifting
weights in excess of 20 t is not uncommon.

Current landscape

The 21st century

Vacuum lifting is now a state-of-the-art method of handling
pipe in the field. As a result, several major oil and gas operators
contractually require the use of vacuum lifting technology
on their projects. Over the years, there have been several
companies who have introduced vacuum lifting systems to the
pipeline industry. Most of the devices operate on the same basic
principles and with similar components: a pump that generates a
continuous vacuum to use and/or store in a reservoir; an engine
or motor, usually diesel or gas, coupled to the pump; and a
hydraulic rotator that allows 360˚ rotation.
Traditionally, vacuum lifting systems have been attached
to excavators, as they are the best suited and most versatile
means of a host machine. They can also be attached to a variety
of other machines, such as cranes, backhoes, sidebooms etc.
Vacuum lifting systems can easily be made adaptable to the
majority of brands and sizes of these host machines.
The two main components to a vacuum lifting system are
the vacuum lifter itself and the vacuum pad. The vacuum pad

The pipeline industry has evolved significantly in the last few
decades. Over the past few years, crude oil prices have caused
the oil and gas industry to experience a sharp decline, making it
paramount that companies seek out the best and most efficient
equipment. The need for smart and cost-effective technology is
huge, and Pipeline Equipment SolutionsTM (PES) and SharewellTM
HDD are two exemplar companies that are able to deliver on
that need. PES has designed and engineered a ‘next generation’
vacuum lifting system for pipes. The PipeVac lifting system is
manufactured in the US and distributed by Sharewell HDD.
The proprietary PipeVac lifting system has a revolutionary
new design. It has a sleek, lightweight frame and a lifting beam
that is not shy on power. The HLS-26t model has a 26 t lifting
capacity and can be used on an abundance of operations, as it
can cater to a range of different lifting needs.
The PipeVac lifting system also has a custom-drive
programme that utilises the host machine’s existing hydraulics,
eliminating the need for a separate gas or diesel engine. It is
engineered and manufactured to
meet and/or exceed ASME/ANSI
B30.20-2013, BTH-2014 and AS4991,
as well as being OSHA and CARB
compliant. It is also CE certified.
Safety is the paramount
concern for operators when
handling pipe in the field. Every
PipeVac lifting system is equipped
with high intensity LED safety
lights and a 102db audible alarm.
At times, however, adverse weather
conditions or severe terrain can
cause a scenario where that is
not enough. This is because the
operator is not always able to see
the safety lights or hear an audible
alarm. PES provided a solution
for the operator by offering an
innovative SmartLiftTM technology
wireless remote. This remote
enables the operator identify
whether the planned lift is safe,
with no guesswork required.
PES has also integrated a stateFigure 1. Circa 1942 - 1943 pipeline installation, War Emergency pipeline from Texas to
Pennsylvania. Think what they could have done back then with the availability of vacuum
of-the-art GPS module into every
lifting.
PipeVac lifting system. Along with
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GPS, the module incorporates a diagnostic tool so the customer
can monitor their system and get real time data.
SmartLift technology is used throughout the PipeVac lifting
system. Every component is designed or selected with safety,
performance and durability foremost in mind. For example, the
new vacuum pad design allows the operator to safely lift a wider
range of pipe diameters with fewer vacuum pad SKUs.
Each vacuum pad has its own built-in storage system, which
minimises the risk of damage to the pad seal or seal channel. Every
individual vacuum pad is further designed with a proprietary pad
seal and channel combination, affording an approximate 40%
more life on pad seals. The PipeVac lifting system is simple to

Figure 2. PipeVac HLS-26t in action,
24 in. steel pipe.

install, regardless of the host machine’s brand or size. It must be
attached to the host machine, where two hydraulic lines need to
be connected before being ready to lift the pipe.

Conclusion
Vacuum lifting is approaching its 35th year of servicing the oil and
gas industry. It has taken some time to become accepted, but it
is now one of the most widely recognised methods of loading,
unloading and stringing pipe around the world.
With this in mind, PES and Sharewell HDD were able to design
and manufacture a safe and reliable lifting system that brings
vacuum lifting into the 21st century.

